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All legendaries in pokemon omega ruby

Between Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire, there are dozens of Pokémon legends—not everything is easy to find. But if you're set to hunt them down, you've come to the right place. First things first. Hunting a lot of these Pokémon becomes easier after you beat the game. This is because, as you know, pokémon legends are hard to catch. It can be time-
consuming, money-intensive tasks. It's not uncommon to spend more than 20 ultra balls on a single legend, if not more. You can go broke trying to catch this Pokémon, thanks to how many Pokeballs you have to buy in total. If you do not have anything pending, it is easier to spend time just swissing money with the aim of catching more legends of
Pokémon.Aside from money, keep in mind that legendary pokémon is usually strong. If you go and try to catch the legend, you need to make sure to bring in a great Pokémon team–but nothing is too strong, because you don't want one hit KO your target. I would suggest a team in the 50-60-most range of legends appears at around 40-50, with the exception
of the Deoxys, that is the 80.Beyond level that, it's worth repeating how to catch Pokémon. Here, I'm going to quote Bulbapedia, as it illumps:The probability of catching Pokémon begins with the species catch rate divided by 255. Then it is multiplied by the following factors:Pokémon Health (relative to full health), which can reduce the probability of 1/3× on full
health. The type of Poké Ball, which can be enlarged by several ×. Any condition of wild pokémon status (i.e. 2.5× to sleep or freeze, and 1.5× for paralysis, poison, or burn). Any Power Pass active (in Generation V) or O-Power (in Generation VI). Multi-feature effect arrangements—for example, 2× and 3× will merge into 6×. If the calculation ends more than
1, wild Pokémon is guaranteed to be caught. Rarely Pokémon (i.e. how often it appears in the wild) is completely free of its catch rate after it is discovered. In simpler terms: the more damage you deal with Pokémon, it's easier to catch. The status state, as well as the type of Pokeball, can help—so if Pokémon is in red and sleeping, they are more likely to be
caught by Ultra Ball than pokémon awake in yellow. And finally, don't forget about O-Powers, which you can use to give yourself a small boost in capturing efficacy. You can find O-Powers buried in PSS, after hitting the folder icon, and then going into the second menu. Even with all that information and preparation, it can be difficult to catch a legend—but
every bit helps. Now that we have all the planning things off the road, let's talk Most of this, I've caught myself, or have got tips from friends who have caught them. Sometimes, I'm going to quote Serebii, a diseased Pokémon website. Kyogre and GroudonThese may be the first legendary Pokémon you'll catch, because they're part of Right before the last
gym, you'll be drawn into one final bit with whatever nasty team exists in your version of the game. Since villainous plans involve reviving whether Kyogre and Groudon, you'll end up right in the battle against this legend if you play through enough stories. I recommend sticking to the ultra ball for this one. They're just level 45, it shouldn't be difficult. You'll get
whatever legend on the cover of your game. Worth catching up because: they are the only Pokémon that has a primal form, for now. Latias and LatiosA level 30 Latias or Latios hold mega stone each will be given to you by Steven if you play through the story. You should get them around the same time as Groudon or Kyogre, and thankfully, you don't
actually have to catch them. This game just gives them to you! Nice.Worth uses because: you can use Eon Flute, which allows you to fly in the sky. It is a cool feature, but more importantly, it allows you to catch other legendary pokémon. So don't miss Latias or Latios, whatever you do. Rayquaza and DeoxysI put together, not because they are related, really,
but just because the game makes you fight one by one. After you beat the game, you'll have the option to do Episode Delta. The episode takes an hour and a half to solve the most, and in the end, you'll go into the battle against Rayquaza level 70. Once you catch it, you'll throw it in your party according to the story request, and go up against Deoxys.Just
because you beat Elite Four and being a Hoenn champion doesn't mean Pokémon Omega... Read more of these Pokémon is hard to catch, but if you must use Master Ball on one of them, I would recommend Deoxys, simply because it's the top-tier legend available. It took me about 6 different attempts to catch Rayquaza, so I'll come ready. Worth catching
up because: Rayquaza gets the coolest mega evolution in the game, and the Deoxys are probably the rarest legend in ORAS. HeatranOne from an easier legend to find, Heatran was the first legend untitling with the story I caught up in my game. You can find it at the bottom of a place called Scorched Slab, right after you catch Groudon and Kyogre. When
you get to the cave section with a weird, floating ring, go up there, press A, and you'll be transported to level 50 Heatran. Because, uh, magic. Worth catching because: he's easy to find. Finishing The Big PuzzleNow, for the next three, you'll have some complicated maneuvers, some puzzles solve. Firstly, you'll want to visit Pacifidlog Town, one of the places
without a gym. You'll find it on the left-hand side of Sootopolis City. Once you reach Pacifidlog City, go as far as you can, and start browsing. You will note that the map will be full of fast currents, which makes it impossible to navigate the water freely. Don't worry about it at the moment. Just keep going left, letting the water take you wherever it will, until you in
the suburb of Slateport.Now fly to route 133, and as soon as your Pokémon sets you up, take this specific route:Basically, you're trying to get to a small dive spot in the middle of route 134, unless it's covered by fast currents. This is the only route you can take to get right on the patch. Unfortunately if you are flying right for route 134, your Pokémon will drop
you somewhere where you can't get to the diving spot, which is why I recommend flying to route 133. It's easier than trying to figure out where the exact route starts at 132.Anyway, once you get to the spot, dive, swim until you get to the cave, and the surface. There, you'll find a cave full of Braille. If you want to resolve your own secret messages, you can.
But if you don't want to do that, here's the solution: go to the message at the top, as I show in the video, and use digging. Doors to the next room should be opened. It's already open in my videos because I've done this before, but it won't be in your possession. In the next room, you will want to put Relicanth as the first Pokémon in your party, and Wailord as
the sixth Pokémon in your party. You can find Wailmer around Sootopolis if you're having trouble—use DexNav so you make sure that the only Pokémon that appears is Wailmers. Then, the level that Wailmer to level 40, where you will have Wailord. Excellent. On the other hand, relics can be caught if you dive around Sootopolis. Again, it's easier if you use
DexNav to catch it. With both Pokémon people in hand, go to the second room message at the top, and read them. That should trigger events that opened some caves around the map—you may have found them before exploring, only they didn't have a gateway at the time. Now, because you do all these things in this ~ the secrets sealed chamber ~, they
do. Let's go by this Pokémon opening one by one, shall we? RegiceYou will find this one at level 40 on route 105, north of the city of Dewford. Go to the cave, read the message, and wait for two minutes. The door will open, and you'll find Regice. Important note: Nickname something after you catch it. I know this sounds weird, but trust me. We'll get to why
later in this guide. Why you should catch it: Regice, along with 'brothers,' is some of the most fun legends to catch, thanks to all the puzzles around them. RegirockYou knows that the desert in route 111, with permanent sandstorms? Somewhere near the bottom of the desert, there's a cave you can get inside. And inside the cave is Regirock's 40 level.
According to Serebii, after reading the message inside, you have to go right twice, down twice (best use D-Pad for this) and then apply Strength and door to Regirock should appear. Why you should catch it: You catch his brother. Why not get this one too? RegisteelPossibly the coolest of Regis, a level 40 registrar is available on the right side of Fortree City,
on route 120. You have to surf, though. Once inside the cave, read on message, and go to the middle of the room and use the fly. Voila: Registration! Why you should catch it: You need all three Regi 'mon if you want to get the next legend. RegigigasThis one is doozy, and also the whole reason why you catch all the Regis in front of it. Hold on, Regigigas, a
sort of Pokémon combining all regi goals. To find it, you have to talk to someone and then be in the right place. Serebii explained, In The City of Pacifidlog, in the northeastern house, a girl will tell you the story of her grandfather telling her. Randomly, he'll tell you part of a story about how to get Regigigas. This involves location and other features. Take all
three [Regis] to the Island Cave. For whatever reason, facing Regigigas requires you not only to have all three Regis, but to have Regice called holding one of three items: CasteliaCone, Snowball or Ice Don't Melt. If you do all these rights, when you enter the Island Cave, you need to listen to the earthquake, and then Regigigas will challenge you. Neat, eh?
Why should you catch it: It's motherlode, as far as Regi Pokémon is concerned-and if you go through the problem of catching all the rest, why isn't this anyway? Uxie, Mesprit, AzelfThe next three, like Heatran, are quite easy to find. As you probably remember, using Eon Tickets with Latias or Latios allows you to fly around the overworld map. As you soar,
you may find special islands, which are usually not locations on your map—as saying, something called Nameless Cavern. It may seem a bit like this:Land on it, go into a cave, and get into the portal. You'll face one of pokemon's three levels 50 at random. Only one at a time, though. A special glowing orb containing one of these three Pokemon will
add/reappear after twelve hours, so be sure to soar again then find this. Why you should catch them: Bring emotions, knowledge-carrying developers, and carry-on liking to a will. These legends have a messy concept, doesn't it? Lugia and Ho-OhThese are fun. From here, guests can enjoy easy access to all that the lively city has to offer. You get the feeling
that the ship's ship hides something—and it is. A lot of things, in fact. At Sea Mauville, not only do you get some interesting (but sad) Pokémon lore, you also have a chance to catch big legends from Gold and Silver, Lugia and Ho-Oh. Lugia is exclusive to Alpha Sapphire, while Ho-Oh is available in a copy of Omega Ruby. Both will be free 50.To catch them,
you need to find a scanner. To find the scanner, you need to enter the ship, surf over the water, and then dive into the the most inside on board. You'll know you're there because it'll look like an empty basement. It's not empty, though. On the right side of the ladder, if you press A in the right place, you'll find invisible items—the scanner. I found it here, if you
need some visual guide:On my copy of Alpha Sapphire, I haven't found a found in the same place, but some of the above tile—so don't be afraid to mash A in the general area, because that's the only way you can select this item. Once you have one, go to Slateport, and find Slateport Port. Captain Stern must be inside, and he will trade you a scan for one of
the two items. At Omega Ruby, you'll get the same Clear Bell ho-oh. In Alpha Sapphire, you'll get a Tidal Bell, which suits Lugia.If you have a Clear Bell, you need to go back to the Mauville Sea, and go as far outside the ship as you can. Once you get to the edge of the deck, you'll need to see the portal. Inside the portal is Ho-Oh.Lugia, meanwhile, available
on the lower level of the Mauville Sea, just around where you find the scan. You just have to make sure to bring Bell Tidal with you. Why do you need to catch them: The Mauville Sea is worth exploring on your own—so while you're there, why not catch some legends too? Suicune, Raikou, and EnteiIf you have Lugia and Ho-Oh in your team, you should be
able to find the legend dog fifty levels three while using Eon Flute. They will be inside a typical location called Trackless Forest. This forest, as you feel now, has a portal—and it will take you to one of the three Pokémon legends. According to Serebii, to get all three, you need to get the Pokémon out of your team and then read it again to get the next one. Why
do you need to catch them: They're probably the cutest of all the legends here, and if you catch Lugia and Ho-Oh, why not get their Pokémon unlocked too? Cobalion, Terrakion, VirizionLike Uxie, Mesprit, and Azelf, these three Pokémon can be captured in one particular type of location: Pathless Plains. You will find it near Pacifidlog City, while using Eon
Flute. Land on the Pathless Plains, go inside the portal, and you need to find one of the three legends there—all fifty ranks. Once you catch one, if you wait twelve hours, you can catch the other two in fresh Pathless Plains as well. Why you need to catch them: They're easy to find, and they're based on the Three Musketeers. What's not to like? Palkia, Dialga
and GiratinaPalkia and Dialga are exclusive versions—Omega Ruby for Palkia, and Alpha Sapphire for Dialga. You'll find them at fifty if you use Eon Flute—but only if you already have Uxie, Mesprit, and Azelf. If you have them equipped, somewhere around the town of Dewford, you should be able to find a strange green rungkai in the sky while soaring. Yes,
you can include it—in it you'll find your exclusive version, depending on the game you have. The new Pokémon is good. You need to play them, if you can! The problem is, which game ... Read moreThat gives you one Pokémon. But to get Giratina, you need both Dialga and Palkia in your party, which means you have to do some trading. Once you have both
legends equipped, using the Eon Flute near Dewford should bring Another tear in the sky these times, it will contain levels of fifty Giratina.Why you should catch them: according to pokémon lore, these three Pokémon help create the world. They're like god Pokémon. That, and if you go through the trouble of collecting Uxie, Mesprit, and Azelf, why not get the
legends they unlock too? Reshiram, Zekrom, KyuremThese two are also exclusive versions—in Omega Ruby, you'll find Reshiram, and in Alpha Sapphire, you'll find Zekrom. To pin this, you need to use Eon Flute and soar until you find a tie of red light, which should take you to the Fabled Cave. Once you land, you need to find caves and portals that need to
take you to the level of fifty legends respectively. So many portals! Like Giratina, Kyurem can only afford it if you already have two other Pokémons in your party. In this case, Reshiram and Zekrom. Again, you have to do some trades to get this to work, because they are both exclusive versions. Once you have both Pokémon in your party, you need to find an
area called Gnarled Den while using Eon Flute. Inside, you will find a portal that houses Kyurem. Serebii states that you'll want to use the Dowsing Machine in Gnarled Den too, as it will reveal the DNA of Splicers, an item you can use with Kyurem to change its form. Why you should catch them: They are dragon legends, and they are easily found. Tornadus,
Thunderus, and LandorusThese three genie like Pokémon are gods of weather, and therefore it shouldn't be surprising to hear that the way you acquire them involves the weather as well. At some point during the story, you have to go to the Weather Institute, where they will give you Castform. If you have Castform in your party while using Eon Flute, you
need to find a thick black cloud floating in the air somewhere on the map. If you approach it, you'll be sipped into a battle with Thunderus if you have Alpha Sapphire, and Tornadus if you have Omega Ruby. Both will be at the fifty level. To get the final Pokémon, Landorus, you need both Tornadus and Thunderus in your party while using Eon Flute. You'll find
it in black clouds too. Why you should catch them: They are genies, and they also have different shapes. They're pretty awesome, for modern legends. CresseliaI hasn't actually been able to find Cresselia in my game yet. Serebii himself states that the method of unlocking for this legend is unknown, but apparently you can find it on an island near Ever
Grande City at the fifty level, on the other side of a portal (of course). And... that's it. They are known legends of Pokémon You can catch on Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. While Freak Games promises you'll be able to catch every legend in the franchise so far, you may have noticed that this list doesn't include everything. Where is Pokémon like Mewtwo
and Mew, for example? I'm not sure if some Pokémon is lagging behind, or if we don't figure out how to find them anymore. Whether possible, and I'll update update the the guide should be nothing change. It's easy to get away, but the People of Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire whisper about things.... Read moreFor now, there's still one tan
legend for you to hunt. So get out there, grab some Pokeballs, and can catch 'em. 'em.
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